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For Immediate Release
World-Renown Nature Educator Joseph Cornell Reveals His
Revolutionary Technique: Flow Learning
Los Angeles, CA, September 1, 2021 --- Crystal Clarity announces Joseph Bharat
Cornell's newest release, Flow Learning®: Opening Heart and Spirit Through Nature.
Joseph Cornell’s Sharing Nature® books have “sparked a worldwide revolution in
nature education,” and have been published in twenty-five languages and sold over a
million copies.
After the success of his early works, including award-winning books Sharing Nature and
Deep Nature Play, Flow Learning is the consolidated presentation of Cornell’s
revolutionary theory and techniques of experiential education.
Educators, social change advocates, coaches, parents and anyone looking for personal
growth will be able to create truly memorable, often life-changing experiences. Cornell’s
revolutionary concepts and innovative techniques clear impediments to personal
change and open the doors to self-mastery.
Based on universal principles of awareness and receptivity, this teaching system is
harmonious with the world’s great wisdom traditions, helping us to awaken our higher
human potential. Using the concepts of pure feeling, clear thinking, inner stillness,
present-moment awareness, flow, oneness and harmony, Flow Learning effects change
and growth on multiple levels of consciousness.
The model is used successfully in:








Schools at all levels including Universities
Hospitals
Corporate trainings
Social change organizations
Churches
Outdoor Educators
Non-profits

“What a deeply spiritual book, filled with the essence of oneness with nature! It shows us how,
through the various stages of play, we can achieve a heightened state of awareness and
transcendence, expanding our consciousness, leading to an escalation in learning.”
—Mahrukh Bulsara, Co-Founder, Ecomantra Travel

JOSEPH BHARAT CORNELL is a highly regarded nature educator and author, storyteller, and
meditation teacher with a genius for helping others experience life more profoundly. His highly
effective outdoor learning strategy, Flow Learning, was featured by the U.S. National Park
Service as one of five recommended learning theories, along with the works of Maria
Montessori, Howard Gardner, John Dewey, and Jean Piaget. Cornell is the founder and
president of Sharing Nature Worldwide, one of the planet’s most popular and widely respected
nature awareness programs.
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